Enhancing the performance of nanoscale ferroelectric (FE) field-effect transistors and FE capacitors for memory devices and logic relies on miniaturizing the metal electrode/ferroelectric area and reducing the thickness of the insulator. Although size reductions improve data retention, deliver lower voltage threshold switching, and increase areal density, they also degrade the functional electric polarization. There is a critical, nanometer length t * FE below which the polarization disappears owing to depolarizing field effects. Here we show how to overcome the critical thickness limit imposed on ferroelectricity by utilizing electrodes formed from a novel class of materials known as polar metals. Electronic structure calculations on symmetric polar-metal electrode/FE capacitor structures demonstrate that electric polarizations can persist to the sub-nanometer scale with t * FE → 0 when a component of the polar axis in the electrode is perpendicular to the electrode/insulator interface. Our results reveal the importance of interfacial dipolar coherency in sustaining the polarization, which provides a platform for atomic scale structure-based design of functions that deteriorate in reduced dimensions.
I. INTRODUCTION
When ferroelectric oxides are utilized in metal/oxide heterostructures and nanocapacitors, scaling of the active FE is required to improve performance [1] [2] [3] . Nonetheless, deleterious nanoscale effects are amplified in these geometries [4] [5] [6] and act to eliminate the functional electric polarization [7] [8] [9] . The loss of ferroelectricity in nanoscale capacitors frequently occurs when the polarization is perpendicular to the film surface [4, [10] [11] [12] , i.e., the desired polarization direction for field-tunable devices [13] . Bound charges are only partially screened at the interface, resulting in a strong depolarizing field that suppresses the polarization. Indeed, numerous reports suggest a critical thickness, t * FE below which the electric polarization disappears. Experimental studies on PbTiO 3 find t * FE ∼ 20Å at 300 K [14] whereas t * FE ∼ 4.0 nm, in Pb(Zr 0.2 Ti 0.8 )O 3 films [8] . Furthermore, first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations predict t * FE ∼ 2.4 nm in singledomain BaTiO 3 films between SrRuO 3 electrodes [4] , which reduces to t * FE ∼ 1.0 nm after accounting for ionic relaxation in the electrodes [5, 6] . With this limitation, ferroelectric based devices are unable to meet the continuous scaling changes demanded by higher density data storage technologies.
Although proposals to overcome the problem exist, a general solution remains elusive. Most approaches focus on tuning the stability of the FE state. Epitaxial strain engineering has been proposed; nonetheless, this strategy extends to a limited number of oxides, requires complex processing steps, and is limited by available commercial substrates. For example, although it is predicted that t * FE → 0 in thin films of the incipient ferroelectric BaZrO 3 , a large epitaxial compressive strain of 4.25% is required [15] , which would produce deleterious misfit dislocations. Integration with silicon is likely to also lead to uncontrolled interface states [16] . Furthermore, at this level of strain t * FE is still finite for BaTiO 3 (Ref. 15) . Alternative solutions change the type of ferroelectric and the active inversion symmetry lifting mechanism. Ab-initio calculations find that t * FE → 0 using so-called hyperferroelectrics [17] , which have a persistent polarization different from proper FE oxides, or improper ferroelectrics [18, 19] . However, hyperferroelectric bulk materials (and thin films) remain to be synthesized [20] . Another route relies on creating an enhanced interfacial FE state by controlling the covalency of the metal-oxygen bond at the heterointerface [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Here we examine the critical thickness for ferroelectricity in nanocapacitors consisting of polar-metal electrodes and conventional ferroelectric oxides under short-circuit boundary conditions using DFT calculations. Recently, polar metals have garnered considerable interest [25, 26] because they exhibit simultaneously inversion-lifting displacements and metallicity. In these compounds, the polar displacements are weakly coupled to the states at the Fermi level, which makes possible the coexistence of a polar structure and metallicity [27] . Our main finding is that polar-metal electrodes suppress the critical thickness limit through interfacial polar displacements, which stabilize the ferroelectric (polarized) state; this geometric effect does not rely on interfacial bond chemistry or 'perfect' screening of the depolarizating field, but rather results from the intrinsic broken parity present in the electrode.
II. METHODS
We perform first-principles DFT calculations within the local-density approximation (LDA) and hybrid functional (HSE06, Ref. 28 and 29) as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [30] with the projector augmented wave (PAW) approach [31] [34] and we relax the out-of-plane lattice parameter. This results in a compressive strain of ∼1% for NaNbO 3 and a tensile strain of ∼6% for LiOsO 3 . Note that at the bulk level, we find that a tensile strain 6% suppresses the polar instability along the [001]-pseudocubic direction of LiOsO 3 . Moreover, we selected NaNbO 3 for the capacitor structures because to eliminate any charge transfer due to 'polar catastrophe/charge mismatch' physics as the interface:
1+ , and [OsO2] 1+ . For the two ferroelectric capacitors, we adopt the layered-oxide notation used in Ref. 4 , that is respectively. We use a LiO/NbO 2 electrode/ferroelectric interface for the LiOsO 3 /NaNbO 3 /LiOsO 3 capacitor and a SrO/TiO 2 interface termination for the SrRuO 3 /BaTiO 3 /SrRuO 3 capacitor. For both ferroelectric capacitors, we constrained the number of 5-atom perovskite units of the electrode at n = 6 to ensure a thickness large enough to avoid interaction between the two interfaces, and m ranged from 1 to 3. The periodic boundary conditions naturally impose the required short-circuit condition between the electrodes. Note that for SrRuO 3 /BaTiO 3 /SrRuO 3 capacitors, our geometry differs only slightly from that used by Junquera and Ghosez [4] , whereby the thickness of our electrode is greater.
The group theoretical analysis was aided by the isodistort software [35] . It is used to evaluate the geometricinduced inversion symmetry-breaking displacements of the P 4mm structure with respect the P 4/mmm phase, reducing the polar structure into a set of symmetry-adapted modes associated with different irreducible representations of the P 4/mmm phase. The "robust" algorithm was used to match an atom in the undistorted structure to every atom in the distorted structure separated by a threshold distance less than 3Å.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first ferroelectric nanocapacitor we focus on consists of ferroelectric NaNbO 3 of varying thickness m confined between electrodes of the experimentally known polar metal LiOsO 3 (see Fig. 1 , m = 2) [25, 36] . We adopt the layered-oxide notation used in Ref. 4 , that is [LiO-(OsO 2 -LiO) n /NbO 2 -(NaO-NbO 2 ) m ] to clearly demarcate the interface composition (see Methods). We create two symmetric nanocapacitors with a polar and paraelectric configuration for both LiOsO 3 and NaNbO 3 , respectively. We then relax the out-of-plane lattice parameter and the atomics positions of the nanocapacitors for m=1, 2, and 3. The lowest energy heterostructures are polar with space group P 4mm and exhibit large Li ions displacements along the [001]-pseudocubic direction (Fig. 1b) . No zone-center dynamical instabilities are found in these heterostructures. Note that structures with an initial paraelectric configuration relax into a centrosymmetric structure (space group P 4/mmm) with Li atoms displaying large antipolar displacements in LiOsO 3 (Supplementary Fig. 1 ) that decrease towards the interface (Fig. 1c) .
We use representation theory analysis to examine the inversion lifting distortions (see Methods), and find that the distortion vector corresponds to the irreps Γ in LiOsO 3 resulting in the centrosymmetric P 4/mmm structure depicted in Fig. 1a . Differently, the irrep Γ − 3 is a polar mode which involves mainly Li ion displacementsthe maximum amplitudes being ∼1.3Å in LiOsO 3 with decreasing amplitude towards the LiO/NbO 2 interface (Fig. 1b) . It also consists of polar displacements of all ions in the dielectric NaNbO 3 layers with the Nb ions off-centering the most (Fig. 1d) For all thicknesses, the NaNbO 3 thin film maintains a ferroelectric ground state characterized by both Nb and Na displacements (Fig. 1b) . A linear polarizationdisplacement model using the Born effective charge from Ref. 37 results in a 0.86 C m −2 polarization for NaNbO 3 in m = 2. An analysis of the differential ionic relaxations in the heterostructure reveals polar displacements at the LiO/NbO 2 interfaces-an interfacial ferroelectricitywhich are a consequence of the polar metal used as an electrode. This produces an enhanced polarization in the ferroelectric compared to that calculated using the aforementioned procedure in the experimental R3c structure (0.59 C m −2 ) [38] . In particular, although the two interfaces of the paraelectric structures exhibit antiparallel polar displacements (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 1 ), the interfaces of the polar ground state structures have parallel polar displacements as show in Fig. 1d . Fig. 2 shows the electronic properties for the NaNbO 3 layer in the LiOsO 3 /NaNbO 3 /LiOsO 3 (m=1) nanocapacitor. The LDA functional predicts that the NaNbO 3 film is metallic, rendering the ferroelectric capacitor unusable (Fig. 2a) . This behavior is artificial and due to the tendency of the LDA functional to underestimate the band gap in insulating compound [39, 40] . We solve Energetic gain with increasing polar mode amplitude ANNO in the NaNbO3 film for different thicknesses: m=1 (circles), m=2 (squares) and m=3 (diamonds). A finite value of ANNO leads to an energetic gain for all m, indicating the disappearance of the critical thickness. Note that the energy of the polar ground state structure with ANNO=0Å is taken as reference for each value of m. As expected the energy gain increases as the thickness of the ferroelectric film increases owing to the reduced effects from the depolarizing field, which dominates thinner films.
this pathological problem for DFT by using a more sophisticated functional which includes a fraction of exact exchange (HSE06). Fig. 2b shows that the hybrid functional fully opens the gap between the O 2p and Nb 4d states. Moreover, we find that the HSE06-relaxed structures exhibit displacements similar to those obtained from the LDA functional; importantly, polar displacements at the LiO/NbO 2 interfaces. This result supports the conclusion that the interfacial ferroelectricity is induced by the polar crystal structure of the metallic electrode and not due to spurious shorting of the capacitor. In the remainder of this paper, we report results obtained using LDA owing to the similar crystal structure obtained with HSE06 functional. Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the total energy of each capacitor with mode amplitude A NNO , which describes the atomic displacements involved in the soft mode of the NaNbO 3 film. As expected the largest energy gain occurs when the thickness of the ferroelectric film increases. Note that the shape of the energy surface does not exhibit the characteristic double well behavior, because in our calculations we fix the polar displacements in the metallic electrodes and only change the amplitude of the polar displacements in NaNbO 3 . Independent of the NaNbO 3 film thickness, the energy is minimized for the ferroelectric ground state (A NNO = 0), indicating that an ideal ferroelectric capacitor can be reduced to an ultrathin (single unit cell) size, i.e., t * FE → 0. The disappearance of the critical-thickness limit to ferroelectricity is the result of the parallel polar displacements present at the electrode/dielectric interfaces (Fig. 1b) . As proposed in Ref. 22 , the ferroelectric state in ultrathin-film devices depends crucially on the nature of the chemical bonds at the metal/oxide interface. Here, this interfacial bonding occurs and is an immediate consequence of the structure of the polar-metal electrodes. The enhanced and parallel interfacial polar displacements "imprint" and lead to an overall enhancement of the ferroelectric instability of the film, which we assess further below. We stress that differently from Ref. 22 , the interfacial dipole distortions are due to a geometrical mechanism driven by the polar structure of the metallic electrode and not due to the stiffness of the electrode-oxide bonds.
We next examine a SrRuO 3 /BaTiO 3 /SrRuO 3 capacitor (Fig. 4a) , which as before may be written as [SrO-(RuO 2 -SrO) n /TiO 2 -(BaO-TiO 2 ) m ] to reveal the layered monoxide planes in the structures. We focus on the SrO/TiO 2 interface geometry to demonstrate the generality of this solution to the critical thickness problem. We constrain the in-plane lattice parameters to that of SrTiO 3 (3.905 A) and we relax the out-of-plane lattice parameter and the atomic positions (see Methods), examining capacitors with m=1, 2, and 3 that are well below the reported m=7 critical thickness [4] . With nonpolar SrRuO 3 electrodes the paraelectric configuration is energetically more stable than the ferroelectric configuration for all BaTiO 3 film thicknesses studied. This is confirmed by the increase in total energy as a function of the polar mode amplitude A BTO (Fig. 4b) . Indeed, the use of a centrosymmetric metal for the thinnest ferroelectric film results in an antisymmetric poling effect of the two interfaces, which forbids the possibility of a ferroelectric displacement [5] . Now we perform a computational experiment whereby we transmute centric SrRuO 3 into a hypothetical polar metal by following the design rules for noncentrosymmetric metals introduced in Ref. 27 . We do this by imposing a polar distortion in SrRuO 3 , which involves only the Sr atoms, as the orbital character at the Fermi level has a negligible contribution from these atoms, with parallel polar displacements at the SrO/TiO 2 interfaces as suggested by our LiOsO 3 /NaNbO 3 /LiOsO 3 capacitor results. We point out that bulk SrRuO 3 does not exhibit polar distortions and here we make it artificially polar to isolate the interfacial geometric effect independent of chemistry with respect to the model with centrosymmetric electrodes.
In Fig.5a we show the energy evolution of this hypothetical capacitor as a function of the mode amplitude A BTO , with parallel polar Sr displacements imposed uniformly at 0.07Å with respect to the centrosymmetric structure (see inset). In contrast to Fig. 4a , the ferroelectric state of BaTiO 3 is more stable than the paraelectric geometry for all thicknesses m=1, 2, and 3 as indicated by the energy gain for A BTO = 0. These results indicate that t * FE → 0 in the BaTiO 3 film between the polar-metal SrRuO 3 .
The energy gain is strongly influenced by the polar displacements of the Sr atoms. In particular, by doubling the amplitude of the polar displacements of the Sr atoms, from 0.07Å to 0.14Å for the case m=1, we find that the energy gain increases from ∼3 meV to ∼10 meV (Fig. 5b) . Comparing Fig.5a and Fig.5b , we find a shift in the critical mode amplitude to larger values, which suggests that the device containing a polar-metal electrode with larger Sr displacements displays a larger ferroelectric polarization. Indeed, when we consider the other limit by fully removing the polar displacements at the SrO/TiO 2 interface (setting them to 0Å), the energy landscape presented in Fig. 4b is restored. Note that for the disappearance of the critical thickness, it is necessary that the polar direction (or a component of it) in the electrodes, and therefore that of the interfacial dipole, coincides with the direction of polarization of the ferroelectric film (Fig. 5b, inset) .
One could argue that the findings here are a result of the polar metals better screening the ferroelectrics polarization; however, this is not the case. Indeed the electrostatic for the BaTiO 3 nanocapacitor with "polar" and nonpolar SrRuO 3 electrodes are almost the same (Fig. 6) . Moreover, polar metals typically have longer screening lengths than conventional metals [41] . This result further confirms the role of interfacial geometric effects induced by the polar structure of the metallic electrode in controlling the critical thickness.
Lastly, we discuss how the proposed device can be switched. Polar metals are not ferroelectrics. Indeed, the application of an electric field cannot switch the polar distortion in the metal because the free electrons will screen the electric field. However, it has been show that the polar distortion in the metal can be switched by applying an electric field to a superlattice composed of an insulating ferroelectric material and a polar metal by coupling to the ferroelectric polarization [42] . Similarly, when an electric field is applied to the aforementioned nanocapacitors, the polar distortion in the ferroelectric thin film should align along the direction of the electric field; then because of the interfacial coupling between the polar metallic electrode and the ferroelectric film [42] , the polar displacements in the polar metal and the interfacial polar displacements should follow. Note that the geometric configuration required to sustain ferroelectricity, i.e., t * FE → 0, is preserved in the switching mechanism. Alternative approaches have also been applied to degenerately doped ferroelectrics. [43] IV. CONCLUSION In summary, we proposed a ferroelectric capacitor where the conventional metallic electrodes are replaced by noncentrosymmetric metallic electrodes. We showed that the polar displacements in the noncentrosymmetric metallic electrodes induce interfacial ferroelectricity, which supports a polar instability in the ferroelectric film regardless of the dielectric thickness. Although we utilized LiOsO 3 herein for simplicity, we point out that our result is completely general and the same conclusions may be achieved using other noncentrosymmetric metals as electrodes with our described geometric constrations (see Ref. 44 for a list of materials). These polar-metal based nanoscale capacitors maintain the functionality of the ferroelectric film independent of the degree of miniaturization and could lead to device architectures with improved scalability. 
